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INTRODUCTION: Analytical validation and population evaluation are required before implementation in
routine of methods designed for determination in serum/plasma adapted for use in dried blood spots
(DBS). OBJECTIVE: To present the analytical validation and population evaluation results corresponding
to the automated Architect TSH kit (Abbott) designed for TSH determination in serum/plasma, adapted to
be used in Newborn Screening for Congenital Hypothyroidism (CH), working on DBS.MATERIAL AND
METHODS: Punching, elution and results calculation were made following the assay protocol adapted at
Fundación Bioquímica Argentina. TSH determinations were made using the Architect TSH kit (CMIA) in
two Architect i2000SR autoanalyzers (Abbott). Eluates measuring analytical range was experimentally
determined. Recovery and precision were determined using control materials (CM) from NSQAP–CDC (3
levels, targets: 14.1, 23.4 and 48.9 μU/ml), and PerkinElmer (PE) (2 levels, targets: 15.1 and 60.5 μU/ml).
For population evaluation, 810 normal TSH specimens from non-CH newborns (NB) and 17 abnormal TSH
specimens (10 from non-CH and 7 from CH NBs) previously tested with AutoDELFIA Neonatal hTSH from
PE were analyzed, TSH ranges [0.1-10.6] and [11.1-175.6] μU/ml, respectively. CMIA and PE results were
correlated and compared. Preliminary and re-evaluated cut-offs were defined analyzing 810 and 28,249
NBs samples. For autoanalyzers responses comparison, 263 NB samples were tested in parallel. Reagents
costs were also evaluated. RESULTS: Eluates measuring analytical range for DBS TSH calibration curves
(0.7-273.0 μU/ml) was on average 0.0040-1.9000 μU/ml. Intra-assay CV’s were < 8.6 % for PE-CM (4 runs,
n=6). Inter-assay CV’s were 13.2, 13.1 and 19.0 % for CDC-CM, and 11.1 and 10.4 % for PE-CM (20 runs,
n=1). Analytical recovery using CDC-CM was 98.4, 86.0 and 92.1 %. Methods correlation was appropriate
(TSHCMIA= 0.730 TSHPE + 0.213, r=0.934), showing a CMIA underestimation regarding PE. Preliminary and
re-evaluated cutoffs were 7.0 and 8.5 μU/ml (99.3th and 99.7th percentiles, respectively). 807/810 non-CH
NBs with normal PE TSH were normal by CMIA (99.63 %), and 10/10 non-CH and 7/7 CH NBs with
abnormal PE TSH were abnormal by CMIA. Correlation between autoanalyzers was optimal:
TSHARCHITECT#2= 1.001 TSHARCHITECT#1 + 0.083, r=0.997. CONCLUSIONS: Adapted Architect TSH assay
showed appropriate analytical and diagnostic performance. Its functional sensitivity allowed optimal
analytical response despite the specimen dilution. To highlight, reagent costs were much less expensive
than those commercialized by other reagents manufacturers.
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